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Rhizome is proud to present 
Seven on Seven. 

The following conference partners 
collaborated to help produce the event: 
Aol, betaworks, Hearst, Microsoft 
Research, Heineken and Ace Hotel. 

(UK�VU�V\Y�ÄM[O�HUUP]LYZHY �̀�^L»K�SPRL�[V�
acknowledge the longtime support of 
our founding partner: Wieden+Kennedy. 
 
Our ongoing thanks to our hosts and 
HMÄSPH[L��[OL�5L^�4\ZL\T��

Amelia Manderscheid  
Bettina Korek 
Jacob Cohen 
Scott Benaglio
Douglas Posey
Sally Watkinson 
Lainna Fader  
4LNHU�5L^JVTL
Benjamin Palmer  
Robert Bielecki 
Osman Khan 

Supporters



5V^�PU�P[Z�ÄM[O�`LHY��HUK�ZP_[O�LKP[PVU��9OPaVTL»Z�:L]LU�VU�
Seven pairs leading contemporary artists with tech 
luminaries to make something new in one day – be it an 
application, social media, artwork, product, or whatever they 
imagine. After a closed session collaboration yesterday, they 
\U]LPS�[OLPY�WYVJLZZ�HUK�JYLH[PVUZ�OLYL��MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL��

Seven on Seven brings art and technology into conversation 
about ideas that will shape contemporary culture. In line with 
9OPaVTL»Z�V^U�TPZZPVU��P[�HYN\LZ�[OH[�[OLZL�[^V�KPZJPWSPULZ�
together can create a richer and more critical digital culture. 

12pm  Welcome Remarks by Heather Corcoran, 
� ,_LJ\[P]L�+PYLJ[VY� 
 Introductions by Michael Connor, Curator 
 Keynote by Kate Crawford

1pm Presentations by Teams 1-2

2pm Lunch Break (45 minutes) 

2:45pm Presentations by Teams 3-5

4:30pm Coffee Break (20 minutes) 

4:50pm Presentations by Team 6-7

�� WT��� (M[LYWHY[`�PU�[OL�5L^�4\ZL\T�:R`�9VVT
� �[HRL�LSL]H[VY�[V��[O�ÅVVY�

Wireless  newmuseumpublic
;̂ P[[LY� 'YOPaVTL�
�VU�5@*



KATE CRAWFORD
Keynote Speaker

Kate Crawford is a Principal Researcher at 
Microsoft Research, a Visiting Professor at 
the MIT Center for Civic Media and a Senior 
-LSSV^�H[�5@<»Z�0UMVYTH[PVU�3H^�0UZ[P[\[L��
She researches social, political and cultural 
practices with media technologies. Her 
current project is focused on the politics 
and ethics of big data, for which she 
recently received a Rockefeller Foundation 
Bellagio fellowship. 
Twitter: @katecrawford 
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/633@�/,95+65�
Artist 
Holly Herndon is an artist currently based in San 
Francisco, California. As well as touring the world to 
WLYMVYT�HUK�L_OPIP[�UL^�^VYR��ZOL�PZ�J\YYLU[S`�H�
candidate for doctoral study in Computer Music at 
:[HUMVYK�<UP]LYZP[ �̀�:OL�YLJLP]LK�OLY�4-(�PU�
Electronic Music and Recording Media at Mills 
College under the guidance of John Bischoff, James 
Fei, Maggi Payne, and Fred Frith. While at Mills she 
won the Elizabeth Mills Crothers award for Best 
Composer in 2010 for her vocal generated piece 195. 
Twitter: @hollyherndon 

2(;,�9(@
Scrollkit 
Kate Ray is the cofounder of Scroll Kit, an intuitive 
web creation tool that allows those who lack coding 
knowledge to tell powerful visual stories online. She 
also created Alongside.co, a visualization of your 
relationships based on Foursquare checkins. She 
wants more people to cry in front of their computer 
screens, and builds technology that helps people 
JVUULJ[�^P[O�LHJO�V[OLY�HUK�L_WYLZZ�[OLTZLS]LZ�
Twitter: @kraykray
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(A(�9(:205
Jawbone 
Aza Raskin is an interface designer and the Vice 
President of Jawbone, a San Francisco-based 
company that creates and sells wearable technol-
ogy and portable devices. Originally from California, 
9HZRPU�NH]L�OPZ�ÄYZ[�[HSR�VU�\ZLY�PU[LYMHJLZ�H[�[OL�
age of 10. He is founder of the music streaming 
community Songza, and has developed various 
projects for the Mozilla Corporation. He holds a 
double degree in mathematics and physics from the 
<UP]LYZP[`�VM�*OPJHNV��/PZ�V[OLY�WYVQLJ[Z�PUJS\KL�
4HZZP]L�/LHS[O��(SNVYP[OT�0UR�HUK�)SV_LZ��H�
cardboard furniture startup that was acquired by 
Amazon.
Twitter: @aza

2(90�(3;4(55
Artist
Kari Altmann is an artist focused on cultural technol-
ogy, aggregation, and mistranslation as they relate 
to all mediums, from images to social networks to 
sculptures and back again. She is one of the most 
PUÅ\LU[PHS�HY[PZ[Z�PU�[OL�J\YYLU[S`�[P[SLK�ºWVZ[�PU[LYUL[»�
JHUVU��9LJLU[�MLH[\YLZ�PUJS\KL�H�ZVSV�VUSPUL�L_OPIP-
tion, Soft Mobility Abstracts��MVY�[OL�5L^�4\ZL\T��
the Art Post Internet�Z\Y]L`�H[�<SSLUZ�*LU[LY�PU�
Beijing, and Brands: Concept, Affect, Modularity 
at Salts Center in Basel, for which her work was a 
starting point. She has done projects for and with 
(Y[�+\IHP��;OL�.VL[OL�0UZ[P[\[L��;OL�5L^�4\ZL\T��
Fade2Mind, Rhizome, The Hirshhorn Museum, 
4P_WHR��.LU[PSP�(WYP��+0:�4HNHaPUL��5LYV�4HNHaPUL��
and many more.
Twitter: @karialtmann



/(55(/�:(>;,33� 
Artist 
Hannah Sawtell is an artist who lives and works in 
London. She has worked with video, digital image, 
sculptural installation, printed matter, industrial 
KLZPNU��WLYMVYTHUJL�HUK�UVPZL��0U�������:H^[LSS»Z�
SPURLK�ZVSV�L_OPIP[PVUZ��Osculator at the ICA and 
Vendor at Bloomberg Space, London, considered 
new technologies of accumulated surplus, valoriza-
tion and access. Other solo shows include Vilma 
.VSK��3VUKVU�HUK�*SVJR[V^LY�.HSSLY �̀�5L^�@VYR��
Twitter: @hs_accumulator 

Her exhibition ACCUMULATOR, on view at the 

5L^�4\ZL\T�\U[PS�1\UL�����PZ�OLY�ÄYZ[�<:(�
museum solo show. You are invited to view it 

PU�[OL�3VII`�.HSSLY`�^P[O�`V\Y�:L]LU�VU�:L]LU�
ticket. 

(=0�-364)(<4�
Flatiron School 
Avi Flombaum is founder of The Flatiron School. 
/PZ�JHYLLY�ILNHU�H[����^OLU�OL�^VYRLK�MVY�HU�5@*�
startup, cityfeet.com. At 20, he was the CTO of a 
hedgefund. Then he started a site called designer-
pages.com. He organizes one of the largest Rails 
TLL[\WZ�PU�[OL�^VYSK��5@*�VU�9HPSZ��6]LY�[OL�WHZ[�
ML^�`LHYZ��OL»Z�[H\NO[�9\I`�[V�V]LY�����WLVWSL��
and loves sharing his passion for code with people.
;̂ P[[LY!�'H]PÅVTIH\T�
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:0465�+,55@ 
Artist
:PTVU�+LUU`�PZ�H�5L^�ALHSHUK�HY[PZ[�J\YYLU[S`�IHZLK�
PU�)LYSPU��^OLYL�OPZ�^VYR�L_WSVYLZ�[OL�J\S[\YL�
Z\YYV\UKPUN�PU[LYUL[�[LJOUVSVN`�ÄYTZ��ULVSPILYHS�
corporate culture and constructions of national 
identity. In 2012 he was nominated for the Walters 
Prize and also won the Baloise Art Prize at Art Basel 
for his Channel Document project. This year he 
L_OPIP[LK�The Personal Effects of Kim Dotcom, at 
4<462��=PLUUH�HUK�WYLZLU[LK�All You Need Is Data: 
The DLD 2012 Conference Redux at Kunstverein 
4\UPJO��7L[aLS�.HSSLY �̀�5L^�@VYR�HUK�/HTI\YNLY�
)HOUOVM��)LYSPU��/L�^PSS�YLWYLZLU[�5L^�ALHSHUK�PU�[OL�
2015 Venice Biennale. 
Twitter: @dennnnnnnnny 
 

50*2�)03;65� 
Writer 
5PJR�)PS[VU�PZ�H�QV\YUHSPZ[�HUK�H\[OVY��/L�PZ�H�
columnist and reporter for The New York Times and 
leads The Times Bits blog. He has published two 
critically acclaimed books. His second book, 
Hatching Twitter, chronicles the relationship of the 
four creators of Twitter during inception, development 
and rise to prominence. The book was a New York 
Times�ILZ[�ZLSSLY�HUK�^HZ�]V[LK�9LHKLYZ»�*OVPJL�
)VVR�VM�[OL�@LHY�I`�The Wall Street Journal. Hatch-
ing Twitter is presently being turned into a TV series 
HM[LY�ILPUN�HJX\PYLK�I`�3PVUZNH[L��)PS[VU»Z�^VYR�OHZ�
been featured in Wired, Engadget, :JPLU[PÄJ�(TLYPJH, 
CNet, BBC, Guardian, and others. He has acted as 
HU�HKQ\UJ[�WYVMLZZVY�H[�5L^�@VYR�<UP]LYZP[`»Z�0;7�HUK�
OLSWLK�JV�MV\UK�5@*�9LZPZ[VY�PU�)YVVRS`U�
Twitter: @nickbilton 

Team
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1,5�-65.�(+>,5; 
Meatspace Chat, Mozilla 
Jen Fong-Adwent is a coder inspired by the idea of 
decentralizing the micro-blog. She created 
Meatspace Chat and has been developing it as 
an open source project with multiple contributors. 
Meatspace Chat is a web service where a user can 
generate a gif of and allows them to post an update 
with it in 250 words or less. The Meatspace realm 
HSZV�LUJVTWHZZLZ�(\_��H�@V\[\IL�HUK�=PTLV�]PKLV�
sharing cloud, and Meatspace TV, where users can 
host their own channel and create GIF shows for an 
online audience of other members. She also was 
involved in creating crypt-based message distributor 
3L_PJY`W[�HSVUN�^P[O�KH[HIHZL�HUK�H\[OLU[PJH[PVU�
free hosting server The Great Brain. She currently 
works for Mozilla. 
Twitter: @ednapiranha

0(5�*/,5.
Artist
Ian Cheng, born 1984 in Los Angeles, is an 
HY[PZ[�IHZLK�PU�5L^�@VYR��9LJLU[�ZVSV�L_OPIP[PVUZ�
include La Triennale di Milano, Milan; Baby feat. 
Bali, Standard (Oslo), Oslo; Frieze Frame, London; 
Entropy Wrangler, Off Vendome, Dusseldorf; This 
Papaya Tastes Perfect, Formalist Sidewalk Poetry 
*S\I��4PHTP�)LHJO��9LJLU[�NYV\W�L_OPIP[PVUZ�PUJS\KL�
��[O�3`VU�)PLUUPHS��3`VU"�-YLHR�6\[��.YLLUL�5HM[HSP�
.HSSLY �̀�5L^�@VYR"�7YV)PV��,_WV���4V4(�7:���5L^�
@VYR"�DisImages��+0:�4HNHaPUL��5L^�@VYR"�(�+PZ-
HNYLLHISL�6IQLJ[��:J\SW[\YL�*LU[LY��5L^�@VYR�
Twitter: @eyecheng 
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-9(5*,:�:;(92�
Artist 
Frances Stark is a Los Angeles-based artist working 
in multiple media – from works on paper to perfor-
THUJL�¶�L_HTPUPUN�¸[OL�JVUKP[PVUZ�VM�JYLH[P]L�SHIVY�¹�
and highlighting the aspects of artistic production 
[OH[�HYL�SLZZ�MYLX\LU[S`�HJRUV^SLKNLK��:[HYR»Z�^VYR�
OHZ�ILLU�L_OPIP[LK�L_[LUZP]LS �̀�PUJS\KPUN�PU�ZVSV�
shows at MoMA PS1 and the Van Abbemuseum in 
,PUKV]LU��HZ�^LSS�HZ�UV[HISL�NYV\W�L_OPIP[PVUZ�Z\JO�
as the 2008 Whitney Biennial and the 54th Venice 
Biennale in 2011. In 2011, she was also commis-
sioned to create a new work for Performa 11. She 
received her M.F.A. in 1993 from Art Center College 
of Design.

DAVID KRAVITZ 
Snapchat 
David Kravitz is a software engineer and one of the 
ÄYZ[�KL]LSVWLYZ�ILOPUK�[OL�WOV[V�TLZZHNPUN�HWW�
Snapchat. He almost has a degree in computer 
ZJPLUJL�MYVT�:[HUMVYK�<UP]LYZP[`��Q\Z[���JYLKP[Z�SLM[���
>OLU�OL»Z�UV[�^VYRPUN�VU�:UHWJOH[��`V\�JHU�ÄUK�
him playing jazz piano and writing comedy. He 
currently resides in Los Angeles, California.



(503�+(:/ 
;OPUR<W
(UPS�+HZO�PZ�H�5L^�@VYR�IHZLK�LU[YLWYLUL\Y�HUK�
long-time blogger. He is co-founder and CEO of 
;OPUR<W��H�UL^�ZLY]PJL�[OH[�OLSWZ�WLVWSL�NL[�TVYL�
meaning out of the time they spend on social 
networks. He is also co-founded Activate, a con-
sultancy that helps companies strategize at the 
intersection of technology and media. Dash serves 
VU�[OL�IVHYK�VM�:[HJR�,_JOHUNL��[OL�+H[H��:VJPL[`�
9LZLHYJO��HUK�[OL�5L^�@VYR�;LJO�4LL[\W� 
Twitter: @anildash

2,=05�4**6@� 
Artist
2L]PU�4J*V`�PZ�HU�HY[PZ[�^VYRPUN�HUK�L_OPIP[PUN�
internationally with his partner Jennifer McCoy. His 
HY[^VYRZ�L_WSVYL�JOHUNPUN�JVUKP[PVUZ�HYV\UK�ZVJPHS�
roles, categories, genres and forms of value. His work 
has adopted many methodological approaches: 
L_OH\Z[P]L�JH[LNVYPaH[PVU��YLJYLH[PVU�HUK�YLLUHJ[-
ment, automation, miniaturization, and most recently, 
remote viewing and speculative modeling. His 
HY[^VYR�PZ�YLWYLZLU[LK�I`�PU�5L^�@VYR�I`�7VZ[THZ-
ters Gallery and in Geneva by Gallerie Guy Bartschi, 
and can be seen in the collections of the Museum of 
Modern Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 
4PS^H\RLL�(Y[�4\ZL\T��HUK�4<+(4�PU�
3\_LTIV\YN��/L�PZ�HU�(ZZVJPH[L�7YVMLZZVY�PU�[OL�
+LWHY[TLU[�VM�(Y[�HUK�(Y[�7YVMLZZPVUZ�H[�5@<� 
Twitter: @mccoyspace
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Rhizome public programs receive major support from The Andy 

Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts. Additional support is 

provided by the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs 

and the New York State Council on the Arts. With thanks to the 

Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation’s Art & Technology program. 



CREDITS

:L]LU�VU�:L]LU�PZ�VYNHUPaLK�I`�/LH[OLY�*VYJVYHU��,_LJ\[P]L�
Director, in collaboration with Michael Connor, Curator, and the 
Seven on Seven Committee: Fred Benenson, John Borthwick, 
Sima Familant, Emma Jackson, Greg Pass, Peter Rojas, Joshua 
Schachter and Anthony Volodkin. 

Production: Zachary Kaplan, Sarah Tepper, Travis Chamberlain
7YLZZ!�.HIYPLS�,PUZVOU��/`H[[�4HUUP_�� 
Technical Lead: Derek Wright  

Special thanks to: Doron Ben-Avraham, Renny Gleeson, Regan 
Grusy, Scott Meisburger, Lisa Phillips, Karen Wong, Daniel Shaw 

Seven on Seven was founded by Lauren Cornell, in collaboration with Fred 

)LULUZVU��1VOU�)VY[O^PJR�HUK�7L[LY�9VQHZ��>L»K�SPRL�[V�HJRUV^SLKNL�[OLPY�]PZPVU�

HUK�SLHKLYZOPW�PU�ZOHWPUN�[OPZ�L]LU[��UV^�PU�P[Z�ÄM[O�`LHY��



Contemporary 
art and 
technology, 
online since 
1996. 
rhizome.org


